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Abstract 
Deci ion makers (DMs) must often choose among alternative without knowing 
the full choice set. Whenever alternatives are presented equentially - one at a 
time - they must choose without perfect information about the actual and/ or 
the eventually later upcoming alternatives. Decisions of this type are quite 
frequent. Whether a DM has to decid when to buy an asset on the open 
market like an apartment in the housing market, a car in the used car market 
or choo e a job in the job market. Sequential decision problems of this type 
have be n pecified formally in a number of ways (Bearden et al. [20061): 
1. Full information problems: Problems where the DM i assumed to have 
complete information about the di tribution from which the observations 
are ampled. 
2. Partial information problems: Problems where it i as umed that the 
D 1 knows either the distribution of one or mor correlated attributes 
of the quality of the alternatives which can be observed with some cost 
c or he knows only certain properties of the distribution of the quality 
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of the alternatives from which the ob ervations are drawn (eg. that it is 
Gau ian or multinomial) but not the parameter of the distribution. 
3. o-information problems: Problems wh re the DM has no information 
of the distribution of the values describing the quality of the alternativ 
but rather decides on the basis of ranks in terms of their quality. 
In the following paper we consider the partial information problem only. Fir t 
we focus on the situations where DMs do not know exactly the underlying 
distribution. Using the multinomial di tribution to model the under! ing di -
tribution approximately and 'learning'' the distribution by revising the prior 
of its parameters while observing the alternatives quality sequentially give us 
a practical procedure to make good and increa ingl better decision in u h 
cases. We also con ider cases where the underlying di tribution of the value of 
the alternatives is not permanent and changes over time. Adaptation of th 
coefficient of confidence a and the introduction of forgetting older alternativ 
by using time stamps is om proposal for such ituations. In the cond part 
of this paper the other interpretation of the concept of deci ions with partial 
information is investigated. Instead of observing the single valu X describ-
ing the quality of the alternatives our alternative are described by a triple 
of real-valued random variables X ( = (X1 X 2 X 3 )) with known joint normal 
distribution. The DM fir t pay c1 called search co t to observe an alterna ive 
with the value X1 . Because of the joint distribution x1 gives him only some 
information about the true value X3 of the alternative. He can now top with 
this alternative or either continu and observe a new value X 1 with cost c1 or 
he can try to get more information about the true value X3 of the alternative 
by taking an action called test and thu observing ate t value X2 with cost c2 . 
In this case he might again either stop or continue in observing the value X1 
of another new alternative again with o t c1 . Whereas it i a umed that we 
know the 3-dimen ional distribution of X ( = (X1 X 2 X3)) the DM can only 
experience X3 but not observe it. Situations like thi occur quite frequent! 
whenever for example a peciali t can be consulted for a fee c2 when bu ing 
a house or a used car to get a more reliable judgment on the quality of an 
ob erved alternative. Similarly. we meet such ituations in finding mates where 
the test might b a cos ly date or in hiring where th test i a costly job in-
t rview after an application. The case of mor than one test i not considered 
h re. 1 
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imilar model where X3 = X1 + X2 was rec ntly investigated by D. 1. Ramse , 
·ruversi y of Limerick, Ireland according to a talk with the title 'A model of ingle 
sided mate choice based on multiple traits" announced in Vienna. 
1 Partial Information Search Strategies 
_ Jo information problems do not assume that you can exa.ctly quantify the value 
of an alt rnative. They do not even assume that you know anything about the 
distribution of the utility lo or other observable quantities characterizing an 
alternative' utili ty. They only assume that you are able to rank the alternative 
drawn. However the ne essity to introduce search costs in most considerations 
seems to dimini h the practical value of these strategies. It does not seem to 
be po ible anymore to confine ourselves to ordinal utility functions (see Janko 
120101). In the model to be considered we assume that it is possible to ob erve 
a value - which i called price-characterizing the alternative. It is also as umed 
that the price distribution is known. Using the Bayesian approach it is only 
umed to have ome knowledge of the distribution and not of the parameter 
of the price distribution. We shall consider here the multinomial distribution 
only and give analytical results for the special case of the discrete uniform-
distribution. 
M. Roth child has treated the problem of searching for the lowest price when the 
distribution of prices is multinomial (see Rothschild [1974] )2. It is well known 
that the family of Dirichlet distributions is a conjugate family for ob ervations 
which have a multinomial distribution3 • It must be emphasized that using the 
multinomial distribution we assume prior knowledge of the maximal value of 
ob ervable offers. Let the prior density function of the multinomial probabilities 
(xo x1, ... Xk-1) be equal to 
/ ( I ) _ r (ao + ··· + Qk_i) °'o-1 °'k-1-l XO' - I'( ) I'( ) Xo ... Xk-1 ao ... ak-1 (1) 
for x, > 0 and I::=1 Xi-1 = 1. Al o the relation ai > 0 for i = 0, 1, ... k - 1 is 
valid (DeGroot [19701). The posterior distribution function after making then 




J(xla+n)= I'(ao+ .. . +ak- 1+n) oo+no-1 °'k-1+nk-1-l (2) 
I' (ao + no) ... I' ((ak-i) + (nk_1)) Xo ... xk-1 
Despite it title this paper assumes knowledge of the type of distribution function as 
it treats the multinomial case only. The technical results of this paper can in part be 
found in the paper of Randolph (1968). 
See for example DeGroot [1970]; Randolph [196 ) Other cases of prior and conjugate 
prior families of distributions can also be found for example in DeGroot (1970j. 
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The multinomial probability p(Xn+i = j) is than for jc{O. l 2, ... , k - l} equal 
to 
( .) Ct.j + ni Pn+l J = + Ct. n (3) 
Using the tuple (ao a1 a2 ... ak-i) we can determine the probability vector 
Po ,P1 , ···Pk-I but not vice versa. The value of a = I:::~ O'.i plays thu an 
important role in the u e of our prior distribution- it can be interpreted as 
the 'degree of belief' we are having in our prior distribution. Assuming a to 
be very large means that observations have little impact on the value of our 
multinomial probabilities. (With a - new observations would not change 
our prior probabilitie at all) . Low value of a to the contrary make our prior 
multinomial probabilities very ''vulnerable' to experience. Now let Vn be equal 
to Xn + en in the case of no recall and equal to rnin ( x1 , x2, . . . Xn) + en in the 
case of recall. Let the prior density before we ob erve the (n+ 1)-th alternative 
be 
k-1 
tn(x) = rca + n) IT cx?+nj- 1;rcaj + nj)) 
j=O 
Then the multinomial prior probabilities are given by 
PnU) = (aj +nj)/(a+n)for j = 0,1.2, .... k-1 
The expected ,alue from an additional observation i then equal to 
[t1n] 
Tn+i(vn) = 2)vn - j)pn(j) 
j=O 
If the constant c is used to denote the co t of search we would stop when 





Tn+1(vn) > C ( ) 
Using Tn+i(vn) = I:1~J(vn - j)pn(j) =(a+ n)- 1 I:1~J(vn - j)(aj + nj) and 
bearing in mind that 
Oj = a:po(j) (p0 (j) are the prior probabilities of our earch) we get 
l••nl 
Tn+i(vn) =(a+ n)- 1uT(vn) +(a+ n)-1 2)vn - j) nj (9) 
j =O 
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T {vn) is equal to the expres ion 
[uni 
L (vn - j) Po(j) 
i=O 
(10) 
which i the expected value of an additional ob ervation a suming a known 
multinomial di tribution function with the probabilities po(j). In sampling 
with recall v,. is the lowest offer ob erved in all ob ervations, the values of ni 
are therefore zero for j = 0, 1 ... [vn) - That means we get for the case of recall 
(11) 
and for the case of no recall 
[vn] 
T~+l(vn) =(a:+ n)-10:T(vn) +(a+ n)-1 L (vn - j) ni {12) 
i=O 
lim Tn+i(vn) = T(vn) and lim T~+l(v11 ) = T(vn) we can ee that the 
o~ o-
cas of fixed prior probabilities based on an infinite coefficient of belief a is a 
v ry pecial case of the adaptive formulation. 
We hall also consider the problem of the influence of a: . With increasing a: 
and ob ervations with recall the value of Tn+i(Vn) increases with a. Or to 
put it into other words: if two searchers have the ame prior distribution and 
hav ob erved the amc alternatives the one with a higher degree of belief a: in 
his prior probabilities continues earching when the one with the lower degree 
of ( ubjective) belief in his prior probabilities has already stopped the search. 
Thi tatement can be more precisely expressed if we consider the discrete 
uniform distribution only: the maximum number of observations is in this case 
exactly equal to the solution of Randolph [1968] 
k -1 = -0.5 + Jo.25 + 2c+ 2r;:c 




olving this equation for n we get for the maximal value n+ of n . which can 
be obtained: 
+ o:(k - 1) a: 
n =---'----'- - -
2c k 
{15) 
The dominating term in this expression is a(k - 1)/ 2c. Thus the number of 
alternatives earched for will be primarily dependent on the degree of belief 
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in our prior distribution (expr ed through a:) th value of k and the arch 
co. ts. The higher the earch costs are, the lower the maximal number of ob-
ervations and the larger k the larger is the maximal number of ob ervations 
and the larger is the variance. It is eldom mentioned that with thi earch 
trategy k has to be fixed in advance. As k has to be fixed in advanc and is 
not revised by the adaptive strategy thi model of search will rather how a 
t ndency to make the maximal number of ob ervations larger than nee ary. 
This is because k has to be chosen in uch a way that it covers also the mo t 
unfortunate cases which eventually do not even occur. 
The basic assumption in this adaptive strategy i that we want to converge to 
one "true'·di tribution4 which is unknown. But this is not the case in many ap-
plications. In fact wherever the 'true 'unknown und rlying distribution chang 
over time the strategy de cribed leads to wrong re ults. It can be hown that 
the r ervation price trategy is rather stable against moderate shifts of the 
re ervation price if the entropy is relatively high within the scope of the (ele-
mentary) events j(j = 0, 1 ... , [vn]) concerned5 . However. as mentioned earlier 
as the true distribution would itself be rather a function of the underlying 
economic environment. the consumers attitude and other factors. the 'true' 
distribution itself will vary over time. But the larger the coefficient of confi-
dence a . the lo\\er the di tribution will converge to the 'true·• distribution. 
With o: + n -+ th prior' will obviously not react to a change of the true 
di tribution. What therefore should be done in this case is to tart. r •ducing 
a+ n by the initial ob ervations if o: + n 2'. g(o:) for some g(a). g(a) has to 
be fixed individuall according to the amount and the speed of th change of 
the underlying true' distribution with r pect to th speed the ob ervations 
happen in the same tim interval. g hould also be a function of the confidence 
coefficient a (as this coefficient determin the pecd of adaptation). 
2 Intermediate Conclusions 
clas of earch tra egies we have earli r di cu d ( rank orient d trategi 
(Janko (2010])) basically do not assume compl te knowledge of the di tribution 
of the ob n-ations value or utility. Rather. we umed in this clas of trate-
gi that we are able to sort the offer ob rved. We are able to di tingui h a 
5 
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"True~ i within quol as the author belie, that there i nolhing like one '·true" 
di tribution in the economic applications consid red! 
If the prior distribution is uniform the expected number of observations i equal to the 
expected waiting lime to top 1.,:+tl plus the expected value of the alternativ , which 
is equal to [vn]/2. 
pattern of differ nt earch trategi between these two xtreme ver ions and 
even with ampling with recall ( cc for example Yeo and Yeo 11994]; Yang 
[197 ]). From the e po ible strategies, we considered from the clas ical ec-
retary problem (CSP) only two extreme strategies (Janko [20101), one with 
nothing but the best and the other one with multiple thresholds. All trategies 
deduced from the CSP do not allow recall. One observation was allowed per 
offer and the number n of offers available was assumed to be known in advance. 
This last as umption at least could b dropped if we follow an alternate ap-
proach. It was hown that if we drop the as umption of no recall using the 
imple fixed sample size trategy we get a tra.tegy which seems to have fewer 
co t . his proposition is however based only on numerical calculations. 
If we as ume that the true value of the offers can be recognized at the time 
of th ob ervation we should rather choose a strategy which revise its prior 
di tributional as umption if necessary. Maintaining a high degree of flexibility, 
thi i possible if we assume that the offers a.re multinomia.lly distributed. This 
distribution leaves a great amount of freedom in the learning process and does 
not fix the form of a distribution function (as it is in the case for example with 
the normal di tribution function) . We also saw that in this adaptive case we 
have to distinguish policies with and without recall. 
Thi is not the case with tra.tegies which do assume a preci e prior knowledge 
of the offer utility (loss) di tribution. In these cases there is no difference 
between strategie with and without recall if we do not assume a prior lim-
itation on the number of offers to be observed. In this latter case, however 
the trategies have to be constructed using the principle of backward induc-
tion6 to determine the value of the trategies and the stopping vector. The 
considerations made in establishing these strategies a.re in fact similar to the 
considerations we had to make in our rank oriented strategy. 
Basically the rank oriented strategies without recall seem to be less efficient 
than strategies where we assume that the distribution is known and the offers 
utility (or loss) can be recognized. We hardly can compare Bayesian strate-
gies with respect to their efficiency to non-Bayesian or rank oriented strategies. 
However. we saw that in the Bayesian trategies we do not have to fear the risk 
of po ible infinit observations if we start with the uniform distribution. The 
need for the development of a strategy where we limit the number of observa-
tions prior to the earch is, therefore not felt in this ea e. In addition to this 
we have to distingui h between the policy with and without recall, as these give 
different strategics. A very special property of the Bayesian multinomial policy 
is the considerable importance of the choice of the coefficient of confidence a . 
6 It consists basically of dynamic programming arguments. The policy construction prin-
ciple is described in Chow et al. [1971] and shall, therefore, not be described here. 
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As increasing values of a diminish the adaptability of the policy to a change in 
the 'true·· distribution. limited memory should be introduced. We would thus 
be able to forget elder" experiences and adopt ourselves to the underlying dis-
tribution continuou ly. In the case of a discrete uniform prior distribution the 
poli y with recall and the policy without recall converge with a: -+ to the 
well known optimal policy with an underlying discrete distribution. 
What we can easily see from our investigation is that using search co t (ex-
pr ed in ranks) the succ of search is the worst (expressed in ranks minus 
cos ) in the classical ecretary problem (Janka [20101). 
If we use an optimal decision rule with a finite number of offer and using 
backward induction we get better results. 
In both cases we do not allow recall. ·when we allow unlimited recall we do 
not consider decay. In this case the simplest decision rule is to ample from a 
uniform distribution of ranks and to take the best offer. With a earch cost 
of c1 = 1 we get an expected value of 2..jn. This policy seems to be superior 
to the optimal policy derived with bach..vard induction and using earch costs 
(Janko (20101). 
If we attribute utility values to ranks like it is propo ed in Bearden et al. 12006] 
we do not have to use rank oriented models. In this ea e we can use multi-
nomial or multidimensional hypergeometric models (sampling with or wi hout 
recall). If again for example we use a utility value which i equal to the rank 
( or is based on a monotone function of the ranks) which we can recogniz we 
are much better off using a sequential policy based on optimal stopping. ith 
a arch cost of c = 1 we get~ ffn (Janka [2010]). 
This policy can be improved using one or more testing phases. Thi was origi-
nally proposed the first time by McQueen [1964].The proof of the correct pro-
cedure can also be found there. Using bis ideas it was fir t calculat d for th 
multinomial distribution for one testing phase (Janko and Hru'tmann 119 51) 
and expanded to more than one testing phase by Hartmann [19 51. This idea 
of a testing phase is similar to the idea of a consideration et in the mark ting 
literature. A testing phase is introduced when the (product) quality informa-
tion in the earch phase X 1 and in the testing phase X 2 cannot be ob erved 
\\ith certainty and is only oh erved after a po itive choice i made. In the cas 
of one testing phase we assume that we ob erve a random variable X I with cost 
c1 out of a 3-dimensional random variable X = (X1 . X2 3 ) which i onl · an 
indicator of the true value X3. We now can investigate the ob erved product 
with t cost c2 and learn the ,·alue of a random variable X2. ln thi cas we 
can continue earching to get a new offer X I or top. In thi latter cas we will 
finall ' experience the true" value X3 . 
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3 Op imal Policy w it h Par ial Information based 
on a Corr lated Attribute and the Normal 
Di ribut ion 
3.1 Int rod c ion 
ity of th evaluation of partially ob rvabl objects i a frequently 
o urring probl m in practical situati n . Optimal job earch, optimal con-
um r sear h and the attribution of grades to tudent are examples of uch 
problems. he int rnet ,,.rith it diver offers in B2 and B2B environment 
offer it elf a variety of su h si uation . ven in omput r · ience w find appli-
tion are · (for example J-Li t jfor definition ee Bentl t al. [19 9Jl in search 
(Janko [20101)) . fany contributio have b n made ( e Stewart [19 11). but 
to the author· knowl dge analytical r ult for the cas of partially ob ervable 
obj t wi h normally di tributed rewards of the type investigated here have 
not yet b u analytically and nwneri ally pre ented to a cientifi audienc . 
ms of random variabl are quite frequently approximately normally dis-
tributed th pr entcd policy hould al o be very useful for th derivation of 
approxima ely good polici in probl ms of earching and testing and in two 
t p test proc dw·e . We follow here an idea which was originally propo ed by 
:\I Queen 11964) and di cuss the r ult for the normal distribution. ow let 
u tart with the case of a normal di ribution of X ( = (X1 X2,X3)). X( = 
(X1 X2 X3)) i a orrelatcd three-dimensional random variable. 
3.2 Optimal Policy for Searching and Testing Partially 
Ob ervable Offers 
T he Problem and the ature of i t Solution 
In a sequential decl ion probl m with an unlimited numb r of alternatives th 
alternativ can be lected ind pendent! . The DM is looking for an alternativP. 
with high value. He finds the 'alternatives paying a ertain co t c1 . How ver 
he is onl able to observe a value X 1 as om preliminary information about 
it value X3. He can stop, ontinue exploring paying again the fixed co· t c1 
or he can obtain additional information learning the valu of X2 and paying a 
fixed cost c2. Then he can top with th exp ted reward or continue exploring 
learning a new valu X1 for the fix d co t c1. 
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Recapitulating the deci ion maker can observe a random variable X1 with a 
value x1 for a co t of c1. He now can 
• top with an expe ted reward of 
E(Xa lX1 = x1)- He also can 
• reject the alternative and observe independently the random variabl X1 
again for a cost c1 or he can 
• learn more about the 'true value X3 of the alternative by observing X2 
with a value of x2 at th fixed cost c2. Trus gives him more information 
about the 'tru · value Xa of the alternative. After oh erving X2 he 
again can reject the alternative or accept it getting the expected value 
E(X3IX2 = X2, X1 = X1). 
As the number of alternatives i as umcd to be not limited there will be nor call 
( ee D Groot [1970]). We are looking for an optimal stationary polic which 
depends only on the observable values of X 1 and X 2 • We assume that the joint 
mul ivariate normal di tribution of X = (X1 . X 2 . X 3 ) i known. Furthermore. 
wed note by 
the conditional expectation of X2 having learnerl the value x1 . It can be shown 
that the following assumptions are sufficient: 
• The random variable X = (X1 X2 , X 3 ) have a common density function 
• E(X3) exists and i fi.nite 
• dF(zlx1)/x1 < 0 that means the distribution F(zlx1) 
i stochastically ordered over x1 . 
W denote with v the expe ted reward of rejecting an alt rnativc without t t-
ing an continuing optimally thereafter. Knowing x1 of an alternative th ex-
pe ted reward of rej ction i 
V for rejecting 
for accepting and stopping. 
vF( lx1) J; z f(z lxi)dz 
-c2 = T(v, x1) for t ing and op imal continuation. 
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The maximum of th thre valu determin the optimal policy with v 
known. R(xi) incre monotonically in (- ,+ ). \, e introduce the ran-
dom variable R which is equivalent to X 1 . Thu eYery value X1 of X 1 corre-
pond to a unique valuer= R(x1). Let x(r) b the inver e from r = R(x(r)) . 
F(r) := F(x(r)) = H (R ~ r) and F(z lr) := F(zlx1(r)) = l·V(Z $ zlR = r) 
and I t fi(r) and fi( zlr) be the corre ponding d nsity function . The above 
conditions ar then fulfilled for F1 (zlr). The expected reward for testing and 
optimal continuation i given by: 
T(v r) = vF(vJr) + J., zf(zlr)dz - c2 
M Queen {1964] show for T(vo vo) > v0 that T(v, r) increas monotonically 
with O < dT(v r)/dr < 1 such that with v0 fix d the equations 
T(v r) = v 
T(v,r) = r 
hav at most one olution ( rv, rA) 7 . 
To solve the problem we first consid r the expe ted reward of a policy without 
testing (DeGroot [1970]): 
v = vF(v) + fv+ rf(r)dr - c1 
which has using the ommon assumptions (DeGroot [19701) a solution v0 . In 
an optimal polic we only test if T(vo vo) > vo. A uming the mean of the 
marginal di tribution of the variables follows the common distribution hows 
that above two equations have a solution and there i at most a tripe! (rv, v, r A) 
which is the solution of 
v = vF(rv) + J;: T(v r)f(r)dr + J.: rf(r)dr + c1 
and 
T( v, rv) = v and 
T(vrA)=rA. 
v in he first equation above gives t he :x.-pected value of the policy. if we reject 
for all values smaller or equal to rv, we test for re( r rA) with co t c1 + c2 
and a ept for r 2 r A with cost c1 . 
Each of these interval can eventually b empt · d pending on rv going to -
or r A going to + . 
Determining the optimal policy we hav the following tep : 
7 Appendix Figure 2 
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l. D termine Vo as the olution of stopping without t ting. 
2. if T(vo . vo) ~ vo never te t: v"' is equal to vo: 
x;: = R-1(vo) and we reject for x1 < xi 
3. ifT(vo vo) ~ vo we determine (rv v* . rA) as olution of th above s · tern 
of equation . Reject if x1 < xi with xi = R- 1 ( rv) accept if x1 > y• 
with y• = R-1(rA) - Else tes: determine E(X3IX1 = x1,X2-= x2) and 
accept if E(X3IX1 = x1 X2 = x2) > v"'.(With 
R-1 we denote the invers of function R.) 
sing a flowchart we get the algorithmic description of the 
optimal behavior. 
3.3 The Solution of the Problem for a Known Joint 
ormal distribution 
If X = (X1 X2 X3) is the joint normal distribution we hav a density function 
of 
f( X X X ) - l 1 2 3 - (2,r)l -5 v'iAfl 
wher 
m; : xpectation of the random variable X; the ovarianc matrix i 
J\l = (a;k) : O"jk- covariance of the random variable X 1 and Xk. 
aJ : variance of the random variable X;, 
I M;k I : alg braic complement of th el ment u;k in 1\J. that mean th 
d terminant of matrix ,J reduced by line j and column k multiplied \\-ith 
(-l)Hk. 
Pjk denot th coefficent of correlation of Xj and Xk and we get 
ppendix Figure l 
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and I M I= afa?aj(I + 2p13p23P12 - P~3 - Pi3 - Pi2)-
From 
E(X3IX1 X2) = J: x3f(x1 x2 x3)dx3/ f(x1 x2) =: Z 
+ 
and f(x1 x2) = J f(x1,x2,x3)d.x3 
we get: 
z = -[~a3(x,-m1) + La3(x2-m2) _ m3] 9 <T1 9 <T2 
,;,;ith the coefficient e g and / defined as follows: 
e = P12P23-p13 and g = l-pi2 and f = p13p12-p23. From this we get "'2 ;;;n~ = 
-(7(z-;,_r;a )+J("'1;;1m1 ). From f(zlx1) = f(z x)/ fi(x) = ID etl ·f(x1,x2)/h(x) 
with ID et I denoting the transformation determinant and Ji ( x) the marginal 
density of X1we get after a few steps of transformation 
/(zlx1) is the density function of a normal distribution with variance 7t and 
the expectation m3 - p13("'1- m 1 ) . From this we get CT1 
+ 
R(x1) = J zf(zlx1)dz = m3 + p13a3("' 1;;;"1 ) 
The functions f(r) and / (zlr) can be determined using the inverse of R(x1 ). 
The inverse R(xi) is determined by 
x1-m1 = r-m3 . ...L 
CT1 CT3 P13 
1,\'e get fi(r) = 1Detilf(x1 (r)) with 1Det1 1 as the determinant of the above 
transformation. Thu IDet1 1 = dx/dr = _£L__ and we get CT3p13 
f (r) - 1 exp (-.!(...L(r-ma))2) l - CT3p13 ,,/2ir 2 P13 CT3 
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Ji ( r) is the density of a normal distribution with tandard deviation <J3p13 and 
mean m3 or: 
F (r) _ ,1,(xa-m;i) 
l - '+' o-3p13 
Furthermore we get 
f( z lr) = fi(z.r) = IDet1l f (z,x(r)) = f(z jx(r)) fi(r) ID et1l f (x(r)) 
and using the inverse of R(x) and J(zlx) we get: 
f (zlr) = _l _ 1-./91 exp - ,&( z-r)2 l 0"3 ,/'iii f 2f 0"3 
The function fi(zlr) has standard deviation <J3 1fl / ,jg and mean r getting 
Fi (zlr) = <P (ifi!s (z - r)) 
From this we get for T(r, v) = vF1(vlr) + Iv z f(z lr)dz - c2 
after some transformations 
T(r v) = + I u 3 !fl I 
' v2,,- -./9 
exp ( - 2p9u3 2 (v - r)2 ) + (v - r)cp( 1fi!3 (v - r)) + r - C2 
Knowing the functions R(x) fi(z) fi(zlr) and T(r. v) for the case of the normal 
distribution, we can find the decision values for an optimal policy: 
We compute v = vF1 (v) + Iv+ t fi(t)dt - c1 using the special function fi(r) 
for the normal distribution and we get 
Vo = (vo - m3)<J>(vo-ma) + m3+ p13ua exp(-l(vo-ma )2 - C1 
<73Pt3 ,/'iii 2 U3p13 
If T(vo, vo) $ vo we never test; if the observed alue R(x) < Vo we continue 
searching for actions and conversely if R(x) > v0 we stop. On the other band 
if T(vo uo) > v0 i valid, we determine the solution v, r A· rv of the equations 
for an optimal policy with te ting. After some transformations we get 
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U ing dT~~,v) = 1 - </>( 1./rt (v - r)) and using Ji (zlr) and Ji (z) we get for the 
three equations: 
For T(rv v) = v and T(rA,r) = TA we get: 
~ exp (- .!. ( .g. ( v-ry )2) 
.,/2-i. ,jg 2 / • 0-3 
+(v - rv )<I> (1 '7 l(v;:v)) + (rv - v) - c2 = 0 
and 
JH~exp (-½(fo(v;;A )2) + (v-rA)</>(l '71 · (v;;A ))) -c2 = 0 
ing he values r A rv and v, which can be found by the equations above 
the optimal policy is determined. Using x* = R- 1(rv) and y* = R-1(rA) we 
know that for an observed alternative value after search of x 1 < x* we continue 
earching. for x1 ~ y* we stop and for x* :s; x1 < y* we te t . The expected value 
of the policy in this case is v*. If E(X3jX1 = x1 X2 = x2) < v* we continue 
with a new ·earch else we accept with E(X3IX1 = x1, X2 = x2) ~ v* . 
3.4 Properties of the optimal policy 
Investigating the optimal policy numerically we found four areas to investigate 
9. 
9 
1. Influence of the means m 1 m 2 m3 {see appendix tables 4 5 6) 
2. Influence of the standard deviations a 1 a2 0-3( ee appendix tables 7 9) 
3. Influence of search and test cost and the ratio of c1 / c2 (see appendix 
tables 1 2,3) 
The basic data set used was p13 = 0.4, f)2:3 = 0.6 P12 = 0.4 m1 = m2 = m3 = 
10 0-1 = 0-2 = 0-3 = 10 and c1 = 0, 2; c2 = 1. The coefficient tested was varied. In some 
cases, also diffe.rent test ets were used. 
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4. Influence of the coefficient of correlation P12, p13, p23 ( ee appendix 
tabl 10 - 18) 
ad 1) Investigating he influence of change in them ans on th optimal policy. 
only m 1 and m 3 have an influence on the optimal policy. If we hift the value 
of m 1 the test area hift for the same amount and direction. If we hift ma 
the e>..-pected reward shift the ame amount. m 2 had no influence. 
ad 2) For an increasing value of a 1 the tc interval bounds increase linearl · 
and the exp ted value of the policy r mains the same. An increas or decreas 
of a 2 has no influence on the policy. An increase or decrease in a3 has different 
impacts on the optimal policy. If we d rease cr3 the test interval decreas 
until it vanishes and w do not test at all. At the ame time the exp cted value 
of the optimal policy decreases. If on the other hand a 3 increas , the t 
interval increases and so do the value of the optimal policy. 
ad 3) Increasing the search co ts decreas the expec ed value of th polic · 
and the upp r and lower bounds of the t t in erval. U we increase th test 
cost only the t interval get smaller until it vanish . he exp et d value 
of the poli y decreases slightly nntil the est interval h vanished. If we in-
crease c1/c2 from O 01 to about 100 in onr xample the xpected value v of 
the optimal poli y decreas and the te t int rval increas with an in rease of 
the coeffici nt et/ c2 . Int r stingly the upp r bound of the test interval y fir t 
d reases and tb n increas because there eem o be counteracting influences. 
ad 4) We fir t consider an incr asing valu of p13 (table 10). For incr ing Pia 
th t t int rval get decreasing! small r un iJ it vani h and he expected 
valu of the op imal policy in reases.We t t even if p13= 0. and p23 = 0.4. 
Thi can be du to the relativ ly low test co t . For p12= 0.4 we look at the 
influen of the test cost c2 (Table 11) on the question when to test. "\ e fonnd 
in table 10 the om how trange r ult that w test for P1a = 0. and p23 = 0.4. 
he reason for uch resul ar presumably (table 11) relatively cheap t ting 
cost (in relation to the object mean valu ). This how that the t t ost 
are v ry influential for the qu tion when tot t. If we hav p23 = 1 (tab) 12) 
w practically would t t in mo t plausibl e . v in rea again with P13• 
If on the other hand p23 = 0 ( able 13) w would t t for increasing valu of 
PL3 · Thi r ul m odd. If we have a trongly correlated p12 (tab! 14) we 
find that th width of th t t int rval and the value of the optimal poli 
d r un i1 / ~ 0 and then incrcas again. Thi i not plausibl as th n d 
11 
for a test dimini hes with increasing Pl3· Looking back to the formulas which 
determine these valu we find lf1/ ,jg as an important term which determines 
th valu of the policy. From table 14 we ee that for J ~ 0 the te t interval 
"idens again. Therefore, we should r quire f ~ 0 to get reasonable results. 
Inv tigating p12 (table 15) we again find that the test interval and the policy 
value fir t decrease until p12 ~ 0. and then increase again. Investigating the 
role of the co fficient Ill/ ,jg we find that the result of the policy eems not 
Yery plau ible when 1/1/ ,jg increases again (table 16). Looking at the behavior 
of 1/1/ ,jg in r lation to the value of P12 we find its minimum at P12P23- P13 
= O. Th refore. it seems rational as we required that f ~ 0 also to require 
p12P23 -p13 ~ 0. Taking the above condition P12P13 - P23 ~ 0 we require some 
minimal values of p13 and p23 (table 17). Thi issue seems to require further 
inv tigations. The influence of p23 (table 1 ) seems plausible as the value of 
the policy increases with increasing p23. 
As McQueen [1964] shows the policy given for normally distributed rewards 
can be u ed for a double testing ituations where we want to select a fixed 
number from a large population using a two stage testing procedure in such 
a way that the expected total co t will be C. It can be used in educational 
environments just as in industry. Its applicability, however, depend on the 
knowledg of the 3-dimensional distribution. 
4 Remarks 
Similarly as we did in the fu-st model we could only have partial information 
about th distribution and thus learn about the distribution during the ap-
plication of the model. Work about such ver ions to our knowledge has till 
to be done. As we can approximate the normal distribution model with a 
multinomial model based on the model of Janko and Hartmann [19 5] it eems 
rather recommendable for the reasons of implicity to inve tigate this case with 
a multinomial approximation using the approach of the fu- t model given in thi 
paper. 
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Table 1: The influence of carch co t I on the optimal policy 
I Pl3 I /J23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I 0-1 I 0-2 I <13 I c2 I 
1 o.4 1 o.6 1 o.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 1 1 



























































Table 2: he influen c of testing co t on the optimal polic · 
I Pia I p23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I ma I 0-1 I 0-2 I 0-3 I c1 I 
1 o.6 I o.6 1 o.4 1 10 1 10 I 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 
• X y * • V 
0.01 15.535 47.09 22. 7 7 
0.05 1 .792 2. 3 22.505 
0.1 20.352 0.776 22.333 
0.2 21. 46 3 .169 22.005 
0.35 23.011 36.629 21.593 
0.5 23.7 5 33. 30 21.2 4 
0.7 24.523 31.947 20.947 
1.0 25.510 29. 61 20.611 











Table 3: The influence of the ratio c1/c2 on the optimal policy 
I P13 I P23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I a1 I a2 I a3 I c1 + c2 I 
I o.6 I o. I o.4 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 0.4 I 
* • 
.. I C1 I C2 I cifc2 I X y V 
0.005 0.395 0.01266 29.195 52.205 28.413 
0.01 0.39 0.0256 28.417 51.559 27.993 
0.05 0.35 0.1428 23.155 47.367 25.163 
0.1 0.3 0.3333 20.291 46.022 23.891 
0.15 0.25 0.6 17.095 45.3 1 22.9 7 
0.1 0.22 o. 1 2 16.360 45.020 22.41 
0.2 0.2 1.0 15.5 2 45.136 22.215 
0.22 0.1 1.222 14.797 45.296 22.027 
0.25 0.15 1.667 13.5 4 45.669 21.770 
0.3 0.1 3.0 11.267 46.775 21.416 
0.35 0.05 7.0 .100 49.079 21.156 
0.39 0.01 39.0 2.336 54.194 21.014 
0.395 0.005 79.0 0.4 3 56.347 21.010 
Table 4: The influence of the mean value m 1 of X 1 on the optimal poli y 
I P1J I P2J I P12 I m2 I m3 I a1 I a2 I a3 I C1 I C2 I 
1 o.6 I o.6 I o.4 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 0.1 I 0.2 I 
I m1 I x"' I Y I v"' I Xo I Vo I 
3 31.169 22.005 
5 33.169 22.005 
10 3 .169 22.005 
15 43.169 22.005 
20 4 .169 22.005 
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Tabl 5: Th influ 11 of tb mean value m2 of X2 on the optimal poli y 
I Pt3 I /J23 I P12 I m1 I m3 I a1 I (12 I (13 I C1 I c2 I 
1 o.6 1 o.6 1 o.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 I 10 1 10 1 0.1 I 0.2 I 




Table 6: The influence of th mean value m3 of X3 on the optimal poli y 
,~1/J231~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1 













Table 7: The influen of q 1 the tandard deviation of X 1 on the optimal policy 
I P13 I /J23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I ma I (12 I (13 I C1 I C2 I 






































Table : The in.flu nee of a2 the standard deviation of X2 on the optimal poli y 
I P13 I P23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I 0-1 I 0-3 I c1 I c2 I 
1 o.6 1 o.8 1 o.6 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.2 1 1.0 1 
. 
X * y . V I Xo I Vo I 
5 20.830 30.967 19.539 - -
10 20. 30 30.967 19.539 - -
15 20. 30 30.967 19.539 - -
Table 9: The influence of a 3 the standard deviation of X3 on the optimal policy 
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I PL3 I P23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I 0-1 I 0-2 I c1 I c2 I 
I o.6 1 o. I o.6 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.2 I 1.0 1 






































Table 10: The influence of the correlation p13 of X 1 and X2 on the optimal 
policy 
1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~, 
1 o.4 1 0.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 
I PI3 I * X 
0.2 13.316 






















Table 11: The influence of the correlation p13 of X 1 and X3 on the optimal 
policy 
1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ I 
1 o.4 1 o.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 
I P13 I C2 I * X * y 
0.4 0.5 22.847 29.679 
0.6 0.5 26.594 28.046 
0.8 0.5 - -
0.4 1.0 25.177 25.62 
0.6 1.0 - -
0.8 1.0 - -
0.4 2.0 - -
0.6 2.0 - -
0.4 3.0 - -















2 .522 24. 1 
- -
27.370 20.422 
28.506 24. 05 
25.687 16.275 
27.373 20.424 
25.6 7 16.275 
27.376 20.425 
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Table 12: The influence of p13 in the ex:trem ituation of p23 = 1 with P12 = 0.4 
I P23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I cr1 I cr2 I cr3 I C1 I c2 I 
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I 1.0 1 o.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 


































Table 13: The influence of p13 ,vi h p23 = 0 and variable P13 
I p23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I a1 I a2 I !73 I C1 I c2 I 
1 o I o.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 
I Pt3 I • X . y I v* 
0.1 - - - 19.016 10.902 
0.3 21.930 27.6 6 14.447 - -
0.5 23.364 31.643 1 .753 - -
0.7 24.117 33.925 23.315 - -
Table 14: The influence of p13 on the optimal policy with highly correlated 
variable X 1 and X 2 
I p23 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I a1 I a2 I a3 I C1 I c2 I 
1 o.4 1 o.9 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 
I P13 I f = P12P13 - p23 I • .. I Testbereich I X y V 
0.1 -0.31 -3.941 211. 6 19.391 215. 00 
0.2 -0.22 11.334 79.123 16.953 67. 00 
0.3 -0.13 17.816 39.915 15.659 22.100 
0.4 -0.04 24.557 26.560 16.223 2.000 
0.5 0.05 25.091 27.745 1 .208 2.654 
0.6 0.14 22.855 35.152 21.402 12.300 
0.7 0.23 21.229 42.0 25.162 20. 60 
o. 0.32 20.231 48.342 29.429 28.110 
From these result follows the conclu ion that it seems reasonable to require 
f ~O. 
Table 15: The influence of P12 on the optimal policy (p12 f:. 1) according to the 
preconditions 
I P13 I P23 I m1 I m2 I m3 I a1 I a2 I 0-3 I C1 I c2 I 
1 o.6 1 o. I 10 I 10 I 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 
I P12 I * . • I Testbereich I X y V 
0.10 17.802 55.896 26.104 3 .094 
0.20 1 .265 53.131 25.41 34. 66 
0.40 19.169 4 .713 24.362 29.544 
0.60 19.766 45.4 4 23.379 25.71 
o. 0 20.032 44.724 23.430 24.702 
0.95 17. 69 55.497 26.006 37.601 
0.9 14.901 74. 62 30.934 59.961 
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Table 16: The influence of ~ using the distribution of 15) and varying P12 
with ,/§ = Ji - p~2 and f as in 14) 
I P12 I f I g I ~ I 
0.10 -0.74 0.995 
0.20 -0.6 0.979 
0.40 -0.56 0.9165 
0.60 -0.44 o. 
0.80 -0.32 0.6 
0.95 -0.23 0.3122 








Table 17: An inv tigation into the role of f and P12P23 - P13 on the op imal 
policy (distribution from table 14)) 
l I * I I • P13 X y V Xo Vo 
0.20 11.334 79.123 16.953 
0.30 17. 16 39.915 15.659 
0.32 19.16 35.7 0 15.593 
0.34 20.571 32.524 15.626 
0.35 21.257 31.153 15.671 
0.37 22.614 2 . 3 15. 27 
0.39 23.945 27.207 16.074 
0. 1 25.125 26.035 16.3 
0.43 25.994 16. 77 
0.44 26.1 5 17.079 
0.444 26.129 17.161 
0.45 
0.47 26.034 26.123 17.557 
0.49 25.406 27.144 17.975 
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able 1 : The influence of P23 on the optimal policy 
I P13 I P12 I m1 I m2 I m3 I a1 I a2 I a3 I 1 I c2 I 
1 o.6 1 o.4 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 
* 
,. . 
X y V Xo Vo 
27.367 20.420 
27.079 27.522 20.3 0 
25.249 30.061 20.593 
21. 46 3 .169 22.005 
19.169 4 .713 24.362 
1 .017 54.575 25.775 




Determine "u from the cqumion 
,, • vF(v) ~ rf(r)dr -c I )v 
yes 
Determine x(r ,), x(r N using the ~ystcm of 
equations 
V = vf(r, ) / 1 T (,• .r) f(r)dr + r rf(r) dr - c, 
rv ~ 
T(v.rv)=v 
T(v,r 1,) = r A 
Determine the tcstinterval (x "',y*) from 
x*=K 1 (r).y"=R 1(rN 
~--- with cost c I look 
for a new action 
yes 
}CS 
Test at COSI C2and 
determine the \'aluc .x 2 
no 
no 
V = \ 0 
There h no test 
x* =R'I \) 
no 
accept and stop 
Figure 1: Flowchart of optimal search with testing 
T(v , v) 
0 0 
Vo 










Figure 2: T(v,r) with and without testing 
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